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What does it mean to talk about “early cinema” in a Chinese con-
text? How “early”—or how “late”—was early Chinese cinema?
Where can we locate it in a broad cultural landscape of moder-
nity, particularly with regard to women’s place in it? In the follow-
ing essay I will discuss questions of periodization and historiogra-
phy in relation to women’s roles in Chinese film and modern
cultural history. I begin with a historical textual analysis of the
silent film quoted in the title, An Amorous History of the Silver Screen
(dir. Zhang Shichuan, 1931). This self-referential docudrama,
which chronicles the rise, fall, and triumphant comeback of a
prostitute-turned–film actress in Shanghai, is an exemplary text
about the makeup and transformation of early Chinese cinema
and its reception. A gender-specific examination of the relation-
ship between body and film technology as evidenced in female
screen presence and fan culture allows us to conceive early Chi-
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nese cinema as a mass-mediated yet culturally inflected modern
experience. Moreover, by inserting and foregrounding woman’s
place, especially that of the first generation of female stars, in the
emerging public sphere represented by the cinema, I reconsider
the relationship between cinema and the vernacular movement
as well as the interaction of verbal and visual culture within the
broader scenario of the democratization of writing and icono-
graphy. I argue that the figure of the actress in particular embod-
ies the vernacular experience of modernity in early twentieth-
century China. 

“Amorous” Historiography and Early Film Culture
History, for Walter Benjamin, does not unfold in a “homoge-
neous, empty time.” Likewise, historical thinking that attempts 
to seize in an illuminating flash the image of nonlinear time 
and heterogeneous experience, involves “not only the flow of
thoughts, but their arrest as well. . . . Where thinking suddenly
stops in a configuration pregnant with tensions, it gives that
configuration a shock, by which it crystallizes into a monad.”1 The
year of 1931 in early Chinese film history is for me one of those
monadic moments when history congeals and implodes, generat-
ing as much tension as energy. At that moment, everything seemed
possible; all the historical actors found themselves at a masquer-
ade ball that could last forever—but which, of course, did not.
Events were taking place at a head-spinning speed as past and
present intertwined. 

It was a moment when the Chinese film industry, concen-
trated in Shanghai since the early 1910s, was suddenly seized by
an urgency to view self-reflexively its history on the screen, as
though propelled by a desire to arrest its own image in a hall of
moving mirrors. The craze of the “martial arts magic-spirit” (wuxia
shenguai) genre was reaching its peak. The advent of sound had
triggered a cacophony of public debates as well as a deluge of
experiments in various formats, in particular the “dancing and
singing” (gewupian) genre, to incorporate sound into the silent
screen. The film industry was being reconfigured as a result of the
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establishment of the Lianhua company (which quickly rivaled
the veteran Mingxing company) and the campaign to “revive
national cinema” ( fuxing guopian). It was also a time when the
Nationalist government took definitive steps to make its legiti-
macy felt in the film scene by, among other things, instituting a
fully fledged censorship organ. 1931 was also marked, especially
in standard Chinese film historiography, as the turning point at
which a more progressive and patriotic cinema began to emerge
following the Japanese invasion of Manchuria that same year.
That shift was quickened by a new crisis, when, on 28 January
1932, the Japanese also bombarded Shanghai, which brought
immense destruction to the film industry.

In the midst of these interconnected changes and on the
eve of catastrophe, the Mingxing company, a leading studio in
the prewar Shanghai film industry, released an eighteen-reel, two-
part feature, called An Amorous History of the Silver Screen [Yinmu
yanshi]. The term amorous history, or yanshi in Chinese, has always
denoted deviant history or histories outside or parallel to the
official history, often with erotic connotations. Its usage was par-
ticularly prevalent in traditional vernacular literature. Amorous
History, a product of modern times, stands as the cinematic incar-
nation of this long tradition. For many decades this film has been
ignored, if not purposely omitted, by Chinese film historians. I
regard this film, however, as a condensed textual instance that
gives expression to the configuration of its particular historical
moment. It offers insights into the Shanghai film world poised on
a threshold. One of the nine silent films produced by Mingxing in
1931, Amorous History is unique in its direct reference, as sug-
gested by the title, to the film world on multiple levels. The film is
structured as a backstage drama and showcases the Mingxing stu-
dio as a technological wonderland and a simulacrum of the every-
day world. It thus also serves as a self-portrait of the Mingxing
company and a synecdoche of the broad film world in China in
the early 1930s. A docudramatic tale about the vicissitudes in the
career of a prostitute–turned–film actress and her troubled per-
sonal life, the film presents, more significantly, an ambivalent his-
tory about Chinese women’s relationship to the cinema—the



promise of liberation and social mobility as well as the lure and
risks of a new kind of commodification of the body by film tech-
nology. 

Within this larger frame of reference, the interplay on
and off the screen between fiction and reality, between the film
world and lived experience, lends important insights to the
understanding of Amorous History as a self-referential text about
film production and spectatorship in China in 1931, a year of his-
torical implosion. It directs our attention to the question of early
Chinese cinema in relation to the question of woman and Chi-
nese modernity as a whole. What kind of history could we envisage
through the lens of the multiple cameras embedded in the film?
Why was the film given the curious generic title “amorous his-
tory,” and why was it linked to the “silver screen”? Hence, what is
the relationship between such an intimate or deviant history to
the master narratives of film and national culture of the prewar
period as authorized by standard historiography in China? What
does this self-referential gesture tell us—beyond the prevalent
definition of self-reflexivity often associated with the cerebral
modernist obsession with language, interiority, hermeneutic
depth, and (masculine) existential angst, or about the embodied
mass experience of cinematic modernity?2

Before I proceed further, a clarification of the term early
cinema is in order, especially because it has a quite specific refer-
ence in film scholarship in the West. More than a period term,
early cinema functions as a critical category, one that has gained
increased attention and weight since the 1978 Annual Confer-
ence of the International Federation of Film Archives (FIAF)
held at Brighton, England. It refers primarily to the cinema—
that is, films as well as media intertexts, industry, and market—
between 1895 and 1917. Early cinema has also been alternatively
called the “primitive cinema” or the cinema “before Hollywood”
—that is, before the emergence of the so-called classical narra-
tive cinema (and the concomitant institutionalization of a partic-
ular patriarchal structure of looking) came to be perceived and
received as a dominant mode of cinematic storytelling.3 The con-
ference as well as the annual Giornate del cinema muto at Porde-
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none, Italy, which has made it possible for researchers and the
public at large to reexperience early cinema, provided the vital
fuel for an archaeological project of rethinking its aesthetic and
cultural significance, especially how it contributed to the shaping
of a radical new perception of time and space, life and death, sub-
ject and object with the onset of modernity.4

Scholars of early cinema have arrived at the conclusion
that early cinema possessed a set of distinctive aesthetics for
(re)presenting the world and lived experience, and that classical
narrative cinema, along with the seamless fictional world it cre-
ated, was not the medium’s necessary destiny. This new orienta-
tion in historical film scholarship highlights the importance of
conjoining theory and practice, critical analysis and archival
work, and has opened up many hitherto neglected areas of inves-
tigation beyond the films themselves. As early cinema was 
intimately bound to the practice of exhibition, studies on early
audience formation and viewing relations have relocated the
experience of early cinema in a wide range of cultural practices
such as the vaudeville theater, the amusement park, shopping
arcades, and so on. It became possible to envisage the film experi-
ence in the broader landscape of modern life, in the street and in
the theater, in the city and in the country, and, I shall hasten to
add, in the West as well as in many other parts of the world. In
short, the identification and elaboration of early cinema has not
only opened new arenas for studying film, but has also offered
rewarding conceptual and methodological tools for placing film
history in an intermedia and interdisciplinary field. 

More recently, a strand of feminist film scholarship has
not only contributed to but also critically enriched this new film
history by highlighting the aspect of gender, with regard to, among
other things, early women film pioneers, and the sexual coding of
stardom and spectatorship.5 This work challenges the prevalent
reading of the classical cinema as a seamlessly sutured patriarchal
representational system by inserting the conceptual as well as his-
torical female spectator into the picture. At the same time, modes
of address such as exhibitionism, heterogeneity, and correspond-
ing patterns of (re)presentation associated with so-called primi-



tive cinema are found to persist in classical cinema. The gender
question proves to be of critical importance for understanding
the vitality, if not longevity, of not only a particular kind of aes-
thetic but fundamentally an epistemology and politics.

But how shall we account for early cinema in the Chinese
context? And in what ways did women contribute to the forma-
tion of the new film culture in early twentieth-century China?
Despite the fecundity of scholarship on early cinema, little has
been done about the subject in a cross-cultural field, let alone a
consideration of its gender aspects in a non-Western context. In
the Chinese context, particularly as used by Chinese film scholars
in periodization, the term early cinema (zaoqi dianying) serves
loosely as a common reference to the cinema before 1949, when
the Communists drove the Nationalists to the island of Taiwan
and founded the People’s Republic of China on the mainland. In
standard Chinese film historiography, therefore, its connotation
has been mainly negative or even pejorative, because early cin-
ema as a whole is not only construed as aesthetically inferior in
the evolutionary chain of cultural development (which is also
often the case in the Western contexts), but also linked to the
“pre-Liberation” and hence feudal and semicolonial political and
social system. Modern, or modeng, a term prevalently associated
with urban modernity, especially that of Shanghai during the
Republican period (1911–49), conjured up meanings of cultural
decadence, sexual promiscuity, social anarchy, and Western impe-
rialism. 

More recently, however, with the revival of Chinese cin-
ema and the renewed interest in its historical roots, early Chinese
cinema has begun to receive more favorable reassessment, and
scholars tend now to make finer periodizations within that long
“early” period. Not only have they subtly challenged prevalent
ideological assumptions that inform existing historiography of
early Chinese cinema, their work as a whole has also tried to
delineate the aesthetic and cultural significance of genres such as
comedy and martial arts film, which had been largely deemed
“vulgar” or “low brow.”6 Underlying this diverse, albeit limited,
body of scholarly work is the vexed question concerning the polit-
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ical and cultural status of early Chinese cinema, especially in the
period before the emergence of the left-wing cinema in the early
1930s.7 Yet some of these endeavors still betray a one-dimensional
historical consciousness and impoverished methodology. Zhongguo
wusheng dianying shi [History of Chinese silent film], for example,
which was commissioned by the Chinese Film Archive and pub-
lished on the occasion of the centennial of cinema’s arrival in
China, is to date the first comprehensive account of early Chinese
cinema produced by mainland scholars.8 The book remains, how-
ever, mired in the same evolutionary conception of history,
despite its sympathetic revisions of many previously denounced
or forgotten filmmakers, producers, actors, and their films. 

The unwitting parallel of critical discourses on early cin-
ema in the West and China, despite their divergent circumstances,
motivations, and applications, offers an opportune moment to
relocate early Chinese cinema in a broader cinematic modernity.
The divergent origins of the term in Euro-American and Chinese
contexts, and the discrepancies in periodization respectively,
alert us to the heterogeneity of the international film scene in the
silent period. Rather than trying to find an equivalent—or con-
temporaneous—period and practice in Chinese film history that
squarely fits the category of early cinema in the West, I choose to
use the term heuristically for creating a critical space that negoti-
ates its different valences, temporality, and historicity. 

The first Chinese film was not made until 1905, and a
Chinese film industry as such came into being only in the mid-
1920s. The enjoyment and consumption of cinema, however,
had already become an integral part of urban modernity with the
first public commercial showing in a teahouse in Shanghai on 11
August 1896. The lack of archival holdings of films (actualities,
travelogues, educational films, and early short story films) made
before 1922 contributes to the practical difficulty in studying that
part of early cinema. Significantly, many features of the extended
early cinema in China, in aspects of filmmaking as well as distribu-
tion, exhibition, and reception, resonate with similar motifs in
the history of early cinema worldwide. The time lag between early
Euro-American cinema and early Chinese cinema speaks cer-



tainly to the semicolonial nature of Chinese modernity, especially
with regard to “belated” technological transfer and implementa-
tion. This temporal disparity, ironically, also supplies testimonies
to the persistence of early cinema not so much as a rigidly defined
aesthetic or period category, but as an emblem of modernity, or
rather multiple modernities, on the “non-synchronous synchro-
nous” global horizon of film culture.9 To disentangle ourselves
from the trappings of such a time lag in periodization, a shift in
focus from early cinema to early film culture, which includes a wide
range of film experiences such as stardom, fan cults, theater
architecture, and fashion in addition to what happens on screen,
will allow a more productive interdisciplinary approach to the
study of early film history in specific cultural locations. Such a
shift will also, more crucially, enable us to expand the horizon of
comparative studies of cinematic modernities. 

Let me now return to Amorous History as a case study to
probe the complexity involved in the writing of early Chinese film
history, particularly from the perspective of gender. As I will indi-
cate in detail below, the film opens onto a geography of film cul-
ture, both through its textual inscription and material consump-
tion. As a self-conscious gesture at writing film history on the
silver screen, the film and its reception reveal the capacity of the
cinematic medium to offer a unique historiographic register in
the age of mechanical reproduction of moving images. 

According to the synopsis written by publicists of the
time, the first part of the film (nonextant) begins with a pano-
ramic view, or establishing montage, as it were, of the rise of
Shanghai as a modern metropolis when it was “opened” as an
international trading port following China’s defeat in the Opium
Wars in the mid–nineteenth century.10 In an urban landscape ani-
mated by a prosperous commercial and industrial life, dotted
with high-rises and asphalt streets, and crowded with people
migrating into the city from all over China and the world, a local
film industry is born. One large film company in particular not
only boasts a studio with a host of large buildings and a contin-
gent of “bright stars” (mingxing —an apparent self-reference to
the Mingxing company), but features as well productions that are
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widely distributed and “popular all over the world” [fengxing
quanqiu]. One of the bright stars, in the diegesis as well as in real
life, rises from the city’s pleasure quarters. Wang Fengzhen,
played by Xuan Jinglin (1907–92) (see photo on article’s open-
ing page), is slapped on the face by a client who resents her late
arrival. Seeing her tears flowing uncontrollably, the playboy (who
is only given a generic name “Baixiangren”—playboy or hooligan)
mocks her: “Since you are so good at crying, why don’t you devote
yourself to the silver screen to become the oriental Lillian Gish?”
He does not, however, expect that his sarcastic joke will prompt
Wang to enter the film world.11 Her dedication and ability to act
out the full range of a woman’s emotional expression—from the
most comic to the most tragic, from that of a young girl to that of
an old woman—quickly wins her the title of movie star (dianying
mingxing). Fang Shaomei, a wealthy dandy, eagerly pursues her by
coming to the studio every day and lavishly spending money on
her. Wang begins to show signs of negligence in her work. Finally
she disappoints the director who has contributed to her stardom
by breaching her contract with the studio and becoming Fang’s
concubine, or according to the fashionable term of the day,
entering a relationship of cohabitation (tongju).

The extant sequel starts with the demise of Wang’s domes-
tic dream and then gravitates toward her comeback to the film
world. Despite her desire and effort to become a model house-
wife, her playboy patron-lover grows increasingly indifferent to
her as he begins dallying with a dancing girl (played by Xia
Peizhen [1908–?]). One day, after another verbal confrontation,
Wang dozes off and has a daydream in which she sees herself
arriving at a dance hall and finding Fang with the dancing girl.
After following them to a hotel, she runs into her old director,
who is there working on a script. He reveals to her that the reason
for her falling out of favor is that she is no longer a film star, and
he encourages her to return to the studio. The next day, her
dream is fully reenacted, powerfully showcasing the power of cin-
ematic fantasy in conjuring reality. She sets out for the hotel and
confronts Fang in front of the dancing girl for the last time, only
to be insulted again. She finally makes up her mind: “I will go my



way. I won’t die hungry for lack of a man!” Arriving at the studio,
she tells the overjoyed director to quickly write a script for her so
that she can resume her career on the silver screen. 

Amorous History begins to take on the look of a mock docu-
mentary when the returned star is given a tour of the expanded
and technologically updated studio. Forty truckloads of extras
arrive for several films being shot simultaneously at different stu-
dios of the same company: The Burning of the Red Lotus Temple
[Huoshao hongliansi], a martial arts serial film; The Red Shadow 
of Tears [Honglei ying], a melodrama; Fate in Tears and Laughter
[Tixiao yinyuan], a romance based on Zhang Henshui’s popular
novel; and Money Demon [Qianmo].12 Wang wanders with the
director through the sets of both Money Demon and The Burning of
the Red Lotus Temple and is impressed by the sophistication of the
new equipment as well as the dedication of the production crews.
The organization of the extras is executed in an assembly line
fashion, with a supervisor conducting a collective choreography
of makeup within half an hour. Among the extras, Wang recog-
nizes the hooligan who slapped her face back in her former life as
a prostitute. Their “reunion” on the set of the film, specially writ-
ten for Wang’s comeback, turns into an act of vengeance with a
cinematic license when the plot requires Wang to slap the hooli-
gan character in public. Wang’s resolution to return to the silver
screen also magically rekindles Fang’s love for her. He begins to
pursue her again by driving her to and from the studio. The dis-
enchanted dancing girl, realizing the romantic power of being a
film actress, decides to try her luck in the film world herself.
Along with hundreds of others, she arrives at the studio for an
interview, which, without her knowing it, turns out to be a rigor-
ous audition of her acting skill. She is provoked to cry and laugh,
to be happy and angry (xinu aile). The film ends with her leaving
the studio, hoping that she will return and become a film star.

On both thematic and stylistic levels, Amorous History not
only records a significant segment of Chinese film history but also
lends expression to the multilayered experience of those women
who in various ways contributed to the making of early Chinese
film culture. By infusing the history of Chinese cinema up to the
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advent of sound into the personal and professional history of an
emblematic actress figure (or vice versa) the film chronicles early
Chinese film history as characterized by heterogeneous techno-
logical practices and spectatorial expectations as well as multiple
gender roles available to or imaginable by women. The “amorous”
mode thus provides a unique method for understanding and
writing women’s history and film history as inseparable from each
other within the framework of a particular film culture.

Referentiality, Feminine Biography, Film Technology
The particular attraction of Amorous History comes from the inter-
twining of a personal romance and a studio promotional show-
case, feminine biography and the history of film technology. 
Set in the liminal space (as the daydream sequence indicates)
between fiction and documentary, the film indulges in cinema’s
potential for both realism and fantasy—or rather, the magic
blending of the two—thereby creating a new perceptual experi-
ence of reality. Some Chinese film historians have pointed to the
orientation towards referentiality (zhishixin) rather than repre-
sentation, romance (chuanqi, or fable) rather than psychological
narrative, as the basic features of early Chinese cinema.13 The elu-
sive referentiality and hyperbolic realism of an “amorous history”
(which can also be translated as “romance”) inside and outside
the film illustrates this observation. The contemporary fans of
Mingxing productions, in particular those starring Xuan Jinglin,
would readily find Xuan’s life story embedded in the film. Born to
a poor family (her father was a newspaper vendor) and having
had only sporadic schooling, Xuan had become a prostitute
when Zhang Shichuan (1889–1953), the director and one of the
founders of the Mingxing company, discovered her talent for act-
ing and had her redeemed from the brothel where she worked.14

Made one year after Xuan’s return to the studio, and following
the dissolution of her cohabitation relationship with a business-
man, the film is in fact a biographical portrait of a cinematic Cin-
derella, in this case Xuan Jinglin herself. 

Xuan’s rising stardom paralleled the rising fame and



wealth of the Mingxing company.15 The first (nonextant) part of
the film chronicles her bewilderment when she first entered the
film world. The Mingxing company, the first fully fledged Chi-
nese film enterprise established by Zhang Shichuan, Zheng
Zhengqiu (1888–1935), and others in 1922, was just beginning
to outgrow its cottage-industry mode of production and to be
transformed into the Mingxing Film Limited Co. when Xuan
joined the company in May 1925. Mingxing’s first glass studio was
built while the film in which Xuan played a minor role was being
shot. During 1925 and 1928, Xuan portrayed an array of charac-
ters, including the country maiden, the poor widow, the dancing
girl, and the female gangster. By the time she joined the company
for the second time in 1930, Mingxing had just begun another
large-scale expansion and modernization following the commer-
cial miracle created by the martial arts film series, The Burning of
the Red Lotus Temple. 

The new studio, which the actress in Amorous History tours
with bewildered eyes, is presented as a magic workshop of virtual
reality. When the actress marvels at the grandiose sets, high-tech
lighting, numerous other gadgets, and special effects, the love
story that dominates the first part of the film recedes. Instead it is
taken over by an exhibitionist impulse for display characteristic of
early cinema and the showmanship associated with it.16 The
romance between the actress and her unfaithful patron is now
replaced by the romance between the female self and cinematic
technology. If woman, as Andreas Huyssen remarks, has been
prevalently linked to or allegorized as modern technology, as
exemplified in Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1927),17 the relationship
between the actress and technology in Amorous History is organ-
ized along a different line that cannot be subsumed under the
category of mechanical incorporation or alienation alone. Xuan
is not overpowered by the gigantic scale of the new studio and
equipment; the latter functions rather as a hyperbolic backdrop
for the personal drama in which she redeems her independence.
Unlike the dystopic vision of femininity and modern machinery
in Metropolis, technology here emits a humorous energy—due to
the comic structure of the plot—that facilitates a social transfor-
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mation embodied in the figure of the actress. Xuan, playing her
former self as a prostitute decked out with a huge flower on her
chest, is instructed by the director to slap (back) the hooligan in
front of the camera. Screen performance and the reenactment of
the past facilitates the redemption of her personal history. In
front of the camera, Xuan not only literally acts out her ascen-
dance from the lower social depth to the pantheon of movie stars,
she is also able to close a painful chapter from the past. “Just as
people whom nothing moves or touches any longer are taught to
cry again by films,”18 she regains the capacity to feel and emote.
The act of revenge made possible by film technology is certainly a
utopian representation of women’s agency. At the same time,
because of the indexical rapport, or fusion, between Xuan’s bio-
graphical and cinematic life, the slap is not just a make-believe
dramatic gesture; it rather serves as the point where the onscreen
action unites with its social and experiential referent, and a per-
sonal histoire with a public spectacle. 

Xuan’s comeback also coincided with another sea change
in film technology that redefined the structure of sensory percep-
tion in early Chinese film history. Shortly after the first American
talkie was shown in a Shanghai theater in 1929, several Chinese
film companies began experimenting with sound, despite the
lack of adequate equipment. The Mingxing company once again
proved to be a leader in innovation by collaborating with the
Pathé recording company of Shanghai to produce the first (par-
tial) sound film, The Singsong Girl Red Peony [Genü hong mudan],
(dir. Shichuan Zhang, 1931), using wax disks. Because sound
film demanded the use of guoyu, or the standard “national lan-
guage” based on the Beijing vernacular (as dictated by the Nation-
alist government, supposedly for universal intelligibility in the
Chinese speaking world), many actors who were not of Northern
origin suddenly found themselves suffering from a speech handi-
cap. Xuan Jingling, born and raised in Shanghai, could only speak
the Shanghai vernacular with a Suzhou (her maternal native town)
inflection. Determined to catch up with the new technology and
surpass her own image as a silent film star, Xuan took crash les-
sons in guoyu and singing. By appearing in the first Movietone



film while continuing to make silent films, Xuan demonstrated
that her comeback was not a mere repetition of her screen image
as an icon for the first Golden Age of Chinese silent film but more
of a leap into a new era, embodying coexisting technologies, with
their ambivalent relations as well as distinctive possibilities. It is
significant that during her tour of the studio, the several films
being produced simultaneously are of different genres and appeal,
with one of them being a partial sound and color production, The
Fate in Tears and Laughter (dir. Zheng Zhengqiu, 1933). She thus
characterizes or personifies early cinema as a critical category—
that technological change does not easily translate into a shift in
aesthetic modes and spectatorial address but can expose the very
contradictions of technology and its multiple appropriations.

Besides the main plot surrounding the actress’s double-
edged amorous history, the film, with its numerous references to
both production and reception contexts, points to the breadth
and depth of a film culture far beyond the silver screen and exhi-
bition space. In fact, Amorous History virtually inventories a cluster
of interconnected practices that sustain and feed back on the film
industry: money, stardom, fan culture, as well as the broader
urban landscape. In this landscape, film experience is interwoven
with other contiguous forms of the urban experience—such as
ballroom dancing and window shopping—which underscores
the constant transaction and contagion between them. The
emphasis on the commercial nature of the film industry is clearly
seen in a crucial scene inside the studio. At the moment when the
actress is led to see, as a spectator, the set for Money Demon and is
taken aback by the gigantic mask of the money demon descend-
ing from above and crushing a circle of dancing young women
and men, the film is at its most self-reflexive about the commodity
nature of the cinema, as well as women’s ambivalent place within
the film world.

Throughout the film, the figure of the actress embodies
not so much the glamour of stardom as the multiple and concrete
social roles available to women at the time, both in the domestic
and public sphere. This multiplicity manifests itself in Xuan’s
repertoire of characters of different ages and classes as well as in
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her own life experience. To be sure, women’s presence in the film
world remained largely confined to the performing sector. Their
visibility as public figures and their heightened social status were
nevertheless considerable, especially at the threshold of the
1930s when the film industry had secured its legitimate place in
everyday life, if not quite yet on the altar of art. 

The cinema created not only a new vocation for women
but also a significant social position and public image. Because
many of them contributed substantially to early film ventures in
capacities that went beyond acting, it is not too far-fetched to con-
sider them pioneers of Chinese cinema and builders of film culture
as well. Traditionally Chinese women had been largely excluded
from the public arena, let alone regarded as public models for
emulation. (That was only reserved for the few very chaste or filial
who sacrificed themselves for patriarchy.) Before the advent of
the cinema, only women from poor or marginal social groups
worked as actors, mainly in all-women traveling opera troupes
catering to the rural population or town residents of lower
classes. Women and men were not supposed to appear on the
same stage, and, as audience members, women were either not
allowed in respectable theaters or had to be seated separately.
While cinema as a mass attraction drastically changed the gender
makeup of audiences, and women quickly became avid specta-
tors, the earliest Chinese films featured only male actors coming
mainly from theatrical backgrounds. In 1913, Yan Shanshan
became the first Chinese woman to appear on the silver screen in
a short story film, Zhuang Zi Tests His Wife [Zhuang Zi shiqi],
directed by her husband Li Minwei. Ironically, Yan played the
minor role of the maid while Li played Zhuan Zi’s wife.19 At the
time, it was inconceivable for women to appear in film, let alone
play leading roles. Before becoming the first film actress in Chi-
nese film history, Yan was known as a member of the female
bombing squadron during the Republican Revolution in 1911.
Afterwards no women played female roles until 1921, when Wang
Caiyun, a theater actress–turned–singsong girl, was asked to play
the leading female role (a prostitute) in Yan Ruisheng (dir. Ren
Pengnian), a feature-length docudrama based on a sensational



murder case in Shanghai. The filmmakers wanted to achieve as
much authenticity as possible and chose her not only because no
other ordinary woman would play such a role but also because of
her close relationship with the prostitute before the murder.20

The cinema boom and especially the proliferation of long
narrative films, along with a growing popular “taste for reality”
and melodrama,21 in the early 1920s created a demand for
actresses not just to fill the scenes but also to play leading roles.
The profession of screen acting thus provided an unprecedented
opportunity for many women of diverse backgrounds, including
the new-style female students who defied family and societal prej-
udice to embrace the screen life, as well as courtesans or singsong
girls who saw in cinema a chance for changing their social stand-
ing. With the help of the print media, including early trade jour-
nals and fan magazines, a proto star system was born. Actresses
like Wang Hanlun (1903–1978), Yin Mingzhu (1904–?), Yang
Naimei (1904–1960), Zhang Zhiyun (1905–?), and Hu Die
(1908–1989) displayed their courage in embracing a modern
mass medium that was still shunned by the elite society.22 Their
stardom partly derived from their image as champions of the
modern lifestyle in many aspects—in fashion, hairstyle, car driv-
ing, and an unconventional sexual life (such as having boyfriends
or choosing cohabitation over marriage).23 They were in fact the
first generation of Chinese “modern girls.”

Among them, Yin Mingzhu and Yang Naimei were proba-
bly the most prominent. Yin, born to a gentry family, studied at  a
western-style women’s college in Shanghai. At school Yin excelled
in dancing, singing, horseback riding, biking, and car driving.
Because she always dressed in the manner of foreign movie stars,
she came to be called Miss F. F. (Foreign Fashion).24 Together
with Dan Duyu, an artist–turned–self-made director, they created
the Shanghai Shadowplay Company, one of the early cottage-
industry style ventures. In addition to her involvement in the
operation of the company, Yin was the leading star of their popu-
lar productions. Yang Naimei, on the other hand, was famous for
her romantic lifestyle and her penchant for “strange clothes.”
The only daughter of a successful Cantonese businessman, Yang
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went to a girls’ school and indulged in performances. After a
small role in a Mingxing box office hit, The Soul of Yu Li [Yu Li
hun] (dir. Sun-fung Lee, 1923), she quickly became a major star
and character actor, specializing in playing “wayward” or “amorous”
women like herself. Her hobbies included high-speed driving
through the main thoroughfare in central Shanghai. Yang’s fame

Yang Naimei, from Yinxing [The movie guide], no. 12 (1927), 9



(or infamy) outraged her father who considered acting as noth-
ing less than prostitution and consequently disowned her. In
1926, Yang sensationalized the film world by appearing in tableaux
vivant fashion during the screening of The Resurrection of Conscience
[Liangxinde fuhuo] (dir. Bu Wancang, 1926), lip -synching the
song she “sang” in the film. Unsatisfied with being dictated to by
male directors, she founded her own company, the Naimei Film
Company, and produced a film about a legendary modern woman
in 1928; none other than she herself played the protagonist.25

In light of the history of women’s contribution to early
Chinese film culture, the referentiality of Amorous History appears
all the more significant. The film did more than record the prime
of Xuan Jinglin and the Mingxing company, both at a moment of
crucial transformation. In weaving together the personal and
institutional histories in a docudramatic romance, the film offers
a compelling glimpse into prewar Chinese cinema from both an
insider’s and a woman’s point of view. Xuan’s career as repre-
sented on the screen is thus indexical of the collective career of
women pioneers of the Chinese film industry. 

The history of film technology as presented in the film is
involved, yet not without a critical distance. The self-reflexive
impulse is never steeped in psychological absorption but rather
inscribed on the social skin of the cinematic experience. Instead
of abstracting that experience for moral didacticism or formal
indulgence, it motivates in the viewer a heightened awareness of
its significance as part of the larger sensorial economy of moder-
nity. Indeed, this referentiality and self-reflexivity should be
viewed more as a combination of a residual aesthetic of display or
monstration, with a direct address to the “(in)credulous” audi-
ence that characterizes early cinema26 and at the same time the
impulse to narrativize or update this early history more than
three decades after the advent of the cinema. 

More importantly, the impact of the film also vibrated on
the reflexive horizon of reception. The film came into contact
with an audience unrestrained by geographical location and edu-
cational level, thereby becoming a vehicle for the expansion of
knowledge and the sharing of experience beyond the limits of
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Shanghai. After seeing the film, one viewer wrote a long letter
from the remote Jilin province in Manchuria to the editors of
Movie Weekly [Yingxi shenghuo, literally “Shadowplay Life”] in
Shanghai. In the letter, he expressed his enthusiasm for the film
and gratitude to the Mingxing company for generously sharing
the secrets behind the scenes and imparting to the audience basic
knowledge about film production. He lamented the fact that,
because of the remote location of his native town from metropoli-
tan Shanghai, it usually took months before a new film reached
Jilin, where the only theater was the auditorium of the local
YMCA, which held screenings mainly for the purpose of educa-
tion. However, as an avid fan he watched everything shown there.
Amorous History, unlike anything else he had seen, opened his
eyes to what was behind the world of illusion on the screen. He
was particularly impressed by the tour sequence in the film when
the actress visits the sets of several films, encountering famous
actors, directors, and cameramen. What astonished him most was
how film technology was capable of manufacturing a different
kind of reality, or a second nature:

What a big electric fan! It makes us realize the origin of torrential rain or
snow in a movie. What a big mountain and what a fast train! Now we
know how a mountain is made and a train is manufactured.

We know now that a skeleton is painted; a pavilion is but a
miniature; a lavish living room is a backdrop; and a bustling street is
artificial! Flying and leaping in the air—what impressive martial arts!
But it’s made possible by a hanging rope! Tears flowing—what a
profusion of emotion! Do you know, though, that he is just using fake
tears?! 

Furthermore, [we see] the way the director works, how the
camera runs, and operations in the makeup room and on the sets—all
the things we have never seen or heard of!27

The sense of bewilderment as well as the exhilarating enlighten-
ment about the “true nature” of the cinema, “the magic meta-
morphosis rather than a seamless reproduction of reality,” as 
Tom Gunning underscores, “reveal not a childlike belief, but an
undisguised awareness of (and delight in) film’s illusionistic capa-



bilities.”28 Moreover, the revelation, or surfacing, of the cinematic
magic paradoxically only intensified the provincial viewer’s pas-
sion for the cinema. Beyond the gadgets and special effects, he
was gripped by the vivid presence of the people who produced
the magic: “the models draped in gauzy dress, the country women
who cry and laugh hyperbolically, the directors who shout in
panic through their loudspeakers, and the stars with a cocky
aura.”29 Seeing these people vicariously through Xuan Jinglin’s
eyes, the viewer experiences the film as a three-dimensional vir-
tual space in which the flatness of images on the silver screen
materializes into a tangible reality. The crowded and simultane-
ous presence of extras, the hidden masters of illusion (in other
words the directors and cameramen), and the sheer size of sets
and equipment, endow the film with an overwhelming visibility
and physicality, as well as a democratic appeal. Nothing is with-
held from the viewer; every person and every object comes to the
foreground, even though they are governed by a certain hierar-
chical organization. This experience puts the audience of a
remote provincial town in direct touch with the pulse of metro-
politan modernity, which the film world both fashions and repre-
sents. 

Woman As Embodiment of Vernacular Modernity
If Amorous History offered a rare occasion for the provincial spec-
tator to travel to Shanghai’s film scene without riding a real train
and crossing mountain ranges from Jilin province, it has provided
me with an entry point from which to begin to make sense of a
film world that existed decades ago. When I watched the film for
the first time on a small video screen at the Beijing Film Archive
in August 1995, around the centennial of the cinema, the aston-
ishment and enlightenment I experienced then was perhaps not
much less than the viewer seated in the YMCA auditorium in
Northeast China more than sixty years ago, even though I had the
advantage of a historical hindsight mediated through a new kind
of screen practice. Just as Amorous History offered an introductory
lesson on the ABC’s of the cinema to the provincial viewer, it
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proved to be an eye-opening phantom ride that transported me
to the Shanghai film world. That world suddenly came to life. At
that moment, I was overcome by the power of embodiment the
film transmitted. I was moved not so much by the rare visual
encounter with an extant silent film and the story it presented as
by the sensation aroused by the virtual tour of the film world of
1931, by being in the company of Xuan Jinglin as well as her con-
temporary moviegoers. I realized that here I had not simply a 
precious primary source but also a methodological guide for 
conceptualizing the relationship among women, cinema, and
modernity. In the amorous history of early film culture in China,
as well as elsewhere, women were never simply flat images or rep-
resentations but were active agents and makers of this history.

By further locating early Chinese film culture and women’s
presence in the historical landscape of early-twentieth-century
China, it is possible to challenge existing views of Chinese cul-
tural modernity, the origin of which has been habitually associ-
ated with the May Fourth movement and the related vernacular
movement in the late 1910s and well into the 1920s. Shifting
away from the supremacy accorded language and literature in the
discourse on Chinese modernity, I argue that early Chinese film
culture, particularly women’s amorous and ambivalent relations
to the silver screen, embodies modernity as a constellation of inter-
connected vernacular experiences that defy any rigid boundaries
between high and low culture, the visual and verbal, and the aes-
thetic and the political.30

My theoretical investment in the term vernacular is not
simply motivated by a desire to get away from the much contested
and delimiting categories of the “popular” or “mass culture”
deployed in current discourses on marginality vis-à-vis hegemony,
or subversion vis-à-vis domination. Rather, it is propelled by an
urge to reestablish the historical connection, or dialogue, between
film culture and modernity, and to rescue the vernacular from
the exclusive claim of linguists and literary historians. At the same
time, as a historical experience arising from the particular junc-
ture of the vernacular movement and the attendant cultural
nationalism, early Chinese cinema does share the ambivalence



toward a global vernacular represented by Western cinemas, in
particular that of classical Hollywood. The emergence and sur-
vival of the Chinese film industry and film market is thus a tension-
ridden process of negotiating between cosmopolitanism and
nationalism, between film as a utopian “universal language” on
the one hand,31 and local vernacular(s) on the other. In that
sense, the vernacular experience from which the early Chinese
film culture emerged, and which it in turn refashioned, is inher-
ently plastic and polyvalent. It was constantly being experi-
mented with, lived out, and redefined. The formation and recep-
tion of modern imagery were informed by a host of old and new
technologies and related cultural practices. Simultaneously, the
emergence of a film culture in the cosmopolitan setting of Shang-
hai drastically transformed gender relations and perceptions of
the body as configured in a modernizing urban space with the
impact of mass media and commodity culture.

Standard Chinese film historiography has consistently
regarded the film practice of early Chinese cinema, in particular
that of the 1920s, as part of the nonprogressive popular culture
outside of the May Fourth movement proper.32 In an influential
but rather biased essay, the veteran screenwriter and film critic Ke
Lin asks, rhetorically: “Why didn’t the strong shock waves of the
May Fourth movement reach the film circle?”33 According to Ke
Lin, it was only after the Japanese bombing of Shanghai on 28
January 1932, when the left-wing writers began to enter the film
world, that Chinese cinema belatedly connected with the New
Culture movement. The May Fourth movement stemmed from a
particular political movement, namely, the surge of Chinese
nationalism triggered by the students’ demonstration in Beijing
on 4 May 1919. The students, mostly from Beijing University,
joined by Beijing citizens, protested against the imminent signing
of the post–World War I Versailles treaty, which allowed the Japa-
nese to take over Shandong province from Germany. The inci-
dent was in fact but a pivotal point within a decade-long (1915–
25) cultural movement that was radically antitraditional or even
iconoclastic and that has been alternatively labeled the Chinese
Enlightenment.34
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One of the most consequential changes effected by the
movement took place in the domain of language, with the pro-
motion and institution of the vernacular language (or Mandarin
based on the Beijing dialect) as the standard modern Chinese.
The process started during the late Qing reform movement and
culminated in the May Fourth period. This vernacular turn had a
profound impact on the cultural transformations in China in the
twentieth century. It was a massive attempt to reconcile elite and
popular culture, orality and literacy, and above all, linguistically
to unify China as a modern nation on the ruins of a dynastic past.
Countless studies in English on the origin and impact of the ver-
nacular movement have centered around the “literary revolu-
tion” (wenxue gemin) in the May Fourth movement and the liter-
ary corpus it generated. Little effort has, however, been made to
locate the question of vernacular writing—modern print culture
beyond the confines of literary history—in a broader inquiry on
the “technological transformation and implementation of the
word,”35 and its interaction with the radically far-reaching form of
mass-mediated visual literacy, the cinema.

Hu Shi (1891–1962) is one of the Western educated intel-
lectuals who spearheaded the Chinese Enlightenment. Hu Shi’s
status as the “father” of the vernacular movement was established
instantly when he published “Some Modest Proposals for the
Reform of Literature” in New Youth in 1917.36 The “modest pro-
posals” took the form of a literary and linguistic prescription for a
“living literature” (huo wenxue) written in the vernacular (baihua),
so that the latter could take over the canonical status traditionally
accorded literature and historiography written in the classical
language (wenyan). While studying philosophy with John Dewey
at Columbia University, Hu Shi also began experimenting with
writing poetry in the vernacular Chinese (more than prose and
drama, poetry as an art of the educated elite had been composed
primarily in the classical language), as a radical act of proving the
empirical theory of experience. This experiment to modernize
Chinese literary language and sensibility resulted in a book of
poetry entitled Collection of Experiments that became a model text
for the vernacular movement.37



In the preface for the fourth edition of the collection, Hu
articulated writing in the vernacular as visceral.38 More strikingly,
here he compares the vernacular experiment to the physical pain
of unbinding feet ( fangjiao) that many Chinese women were
experiencing at the time:

Now when I look back on the poems I wrote in the past five years, it feels
as though a woman who has unbound her feet looks back on the changing
size of her shoe pattern. Although they have enlarged year after year, each
shoe pattern is tinged with the bloody smell of the foot binding era. . . . 

But women with bound feet can never regain their natural feet. I
have once again sorted through my “shoe patterns” over the last five or
six years, selected some while omitting those that are totally shapeless
and even potentially harmful [to readers]. There remain some “small
patterns”; by retaining them, however, I hope people can learn
something about the pain of foot binding. If that would serve some
historical purpose, then I would not worry as much (2–3; emphasis
added).

The use of foot binding (and unbinding) as a metaphor for cul-
tural renaissance illustrates the point Rey Chow has made about
the Chinese male intellectual’s masochist identification with
(oppressed) women. In assuming the position of the premodern
female subject, the male intellectual was able to come to terms
with the traumatic encounter with the West and the process 
of modernization.39 Rey Chow’s psychoanalytical and feminist
approach has provoked heated debates on issues concerning gen-
der and national culture in the study of modern Chinese litera-
ture. What concerns me here, however, is the sliding, or inter-
changeability, between writing and body in the production of the
vernacular as a cultural practice beyond the limits of language
and literature. In other words, the bodily metaphor carries a
quite literal or referential weight. The grafting of a linguistic
experiment onto the social skin of modernity as a lived, gendered
experience—pain as well as liberation—suggests that the cul-
tural ambition of the vernacular movement extends into a larger
cultural domain, including the transforming perception of the
body and its epistemological status. Rather than being the exclu-
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sive property of language or literature, the vernacular is grasped
as an affective experience enmeshed in the larger referent of
everyday life and social reality (the unbound feet) as well as a dis-
cursive formation that demands the creation of a flexible sign sys-
tem (the shoe pattern). 

The production of the vernacular entails, in fact, the pro-
duction of a historical trope (or purpose) and its attendant forms
of expressibility. Language is an integral, but by no means the
only way this historical trope gets articulated. Hu Shi’s effort to
anchor the process of vernacularization in the flesh and blood of
the female experience of becoming modern remained a literary
masquerade. But the historical impulse behind this movement
toward recognizing the vernacular as an embodied experience
has a heuristic implication for my conception of early Chinese
cinema as the quintessential medium of the vernacular. Hu Shi’s
vernacular poetics emerged largely outside of, yet simultaneous
with, the early Chinese film culture. The cultural etiology of the
bound feet deployed by Hu Shi to convey the pain as well as liber-
ation characterizing the vernacularizing process allows me also 
to take the word movement in the expression vernacular movement
seriously, and quite literally. The vernacular movement was not a
static or pedantic enterprise. It involved the production of a per-
vasive, if often contradictory, historical force and the emergence
and perception of a new social body. This theoretical move res-
onates with Vivian Sobchack’s invocation of Merleau-Ponty’s view
of language as an “embodied” and “enworlded [sic]” experience
for restoring the “sensuous” power of the motion picture to sig-
nify. As a new vernacular “language” for perception and expres-
sion, the cinematic experience is always already situated (hence
the term “address of the eye”) in the “flesh of the world” and
grounded in the embodied existence and material world.40

What Hu Shi did not realize, however, was that while he
was writing about the pain of unbinding the feet of vernacular lit-
erature and trying to resuscitate experience in the endangered
poetic form, the first Chinese female film star Wang Hanlun
entered the cultural scene with her unbound feet in 1922. Wang
became an instant celebrity after she successfully portrayed a



widow convinced of the virtue of education in Orphan Rescues
Grandfather [Gu’er jiuzu ji] (dir. Zheng Zhengqui, 1923), produced
by the Mingxing company, which Xuan Jinglin (the actress in
Amorous History) joined a couple of years later. If the silver screen
made her unbound feet, referred to at the time as wenmingjiao, or
“civilized feet,” visible to the public, it was the life story of her
unbinding herself from the fetters of an old society that made her
an urban legend.41 Born to a wealthy gentry family, Wang Hanlun
was forced to marry a stranger in her late teens. After a hard-won
divorce, she supported herself by teaching in an elementary
school and later working as a typist of English for a foreign com-
pany. Her decision to enter the film world was met by her family
with both opposition and contempt. Wang Hanlun abandoned
her original family name Peng and took Wang as her new name
because the Chinese character for Wang (which also means king)
was part of the unsimplified Chinese character for tiger —a fear-
less creature.42 Hanlun, on the other hand, was derived from her
English name: Helen. The director Zhang Shichuan recalled years
later that Wang Hanlun was one of the few rare “modern girls”
(modeng nülang) of the time; her fashionable dress and makeup
deeply impressed him and his colleagues.43 Her linguistic gift—
being able to speak Mandarin and English in addition to the
Shanghai dialect—added to her modern flair. Not only did Wang
Hanlun boldly show her unbound feet on the screen during the
shooting of a film in 1926, she also had her long hair cut in front of
the camera. Though required by the plot, this cut (from her past)
added another embodied token to her image as a modern girl. 

Wang’s film career culminated in the opening of a film
company under her own name, which in 1929 produced a fea-
ture called Revenge of the Actress [Nüling fuchou ji] (dir. Bu Wancang)
in which she starred.44 It was practically a one-woman enterprise.
She hired a director but had to take care of all other aspects of
production, including editing, herself. Because of the negligence
of her partners, she eventually bought the shooting script from
the director and finished the postproduction by herself. With the
aid of a manual projector, she finished editing the film at home.
Afterwards she traveled with the film all over China, performing
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live during intermissions. The profit generated by the film
enabled her to retire from the screen and establish the Hanlun
Beauty Salon, which became a trendy spot in Shanghai. 

Both Wang Hanlun and Xuan Jinglin’s ascendance as
icons of modern women, despite their different social origins,
exemplifies the redemptive power of the cinematic medium in
the realization of a modern version of the Cinderella fairy tale.
The cinema presented both women (and many others) with a
chance for a second life both on and off the screen. At the same
time, their disparate backgrounds and ways of living out their

Wang Hanlun in The Abandoned Wife [Qifu], directed by 
Li Zeyuan and Hou Yao (China, 1924)



potential demonstrate the heterogeneous origin of early Chinese
cinema as well as the hybrid nature of Shanghai’s vernacular cul-
ture. While Wang came from a wealthy family and received her
education at a missionary school, Xuan belonged to the lower
depths of society and was hardly literate when she entered the
film world. One escaped from an arranged marriage and cut her
ties with a traditional gentry family; the other left the pleasure
quarters and later the confines of modern-style concubinage.
The film world became their new home as well as the university of
life. While the sense of liberation and empowerment felt by Wang
and Xuan was certainly never complete and was often ambiva-
lent, the silver screen nevertheless allowed them to experience
their changing self-perception through performance or role-
playing. It is in the process of blending reality with fiction, their
personal histories with the lives of the characters they portrayed
on the screen, that the collective experience of Chinese women,
poised on the threshold of different worlds and destinies, and
deployed by Hu Shi as an allegory for the vernacular movement,
began to receive embodied articulation. If the movement toward
embodiment in Hu Shi’s vernacular poetics remained symbolic
and short-lived, the reenactment and transformation of the lived
experience of the first generation of film actresses on the silver
screen carry the weight of a particular historical indexicality and
concreteness.
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